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In This Talk

• Policy discussions in the other RIR service regions
• A brief summary of proposals in the RIPE NCC service region
• Policy Development Office (PDO) update
Policy Discussions in Other Regions
AFRINIC 1/2

• Transfers
  - “IPv4 Resources transfer within the AFRINIC Region” (pending implementation)
  - “Inbound Transfer Policy” (withdrawn)

• Soft Landing
  - “IPv4 Soft Landing - BIS”
  - “Route aggregation policy”
AFRINIC 2/2

- “Internet Number Resources review by AFRINIC”
- “Anti-Shutdown-02”
- “Lame Delegations in AFRINIC Reverse DNS”
- “AFRINIC Policy Development Process Bis”
APNIC

• IPv4
  - prop-116, “Prohibit to transfer IPv4 addresses in the final /8 block” (Last Call)
  - prop-118, “No need policy in APNIC region”
  - prop-119, “Temporary transfers”
  - prop-120, “Final /8 pool exhaustion plan”

• IPv6
  - prop-121, “Updating “Initial IPv6 allocation” policy”
  - prop-122, “Updating “Subsequent IPv6 allocation” policy” (both in Last Call)
ARIN (1/2)

• Ease Transfers
  - ARIN-2016-3, “Alternative simplified criteria for justifying small IPv4 transfers” (adopted)
  - ARIN-2016-9, “Streamline Merger & Acquisition Transfers” (adopted)
  - ARIN-2017-4, “Remove Reciprocity Requirement for Inter-RIR Transfers”
ARIN (2/2)

- IPv6
  - ARIN-2017-5, “Improved IPv6 Registration Requirements” (Last Call)

- Other
  - ARIN-2017-8, “Amend the Definition of Community Network”
  - ARIN-2017-3, “Update to NPRM 3.6: Annual Whois POC Validation”
LACNIC 1/2

- IPv4
  - LAC-2017-2, “One-way interregional transfers to LACNIC”

- IPv6
  - LAC-2017-8, “Modifying Initial IPv6 Allocations to End Users” (Last Call)
  - LAC-2017-9, “Modifying "Subsequent Allocation" for IPv6” (Last Call)
LACNIC 2/2

• Modify the Resource Recovery Process
  - LAC-2017-6, “Modify the Resource Recovery Process” (Last Call)

• PDP
  - LAC-2017-7, “Reducing the last-call-for-comments period in LACNIC's Policy Development Process” (Last Call)
Proposals in the RIPE NCC Service Region
Current Policy Discussions

• Discussion Phase
  - 2017-02, “Regular abuse-c Validation”

• Review Phase
  - 2016-04, “IPv6 Sub-assignment Clarification”
Current Policy Discussions

• Withdrawn

  - 2017-01, “Publish statistics on Intra-RIR Legacy updates”
  - 2017-03, “Reducing Initial IPv4 Allocation, Aiming to Preserve a Minimum of IPv4 Space for Newcomers”
PDO Update
Policy Engagement

• 2017 so far
  - 500+ posts
  - 80+ participants
  - 25 countries
Useful Information

• Current RIPE Policy Proposals:
  - ripe.net/pdp/proposals

• Maps of Policy Engagement
  - ripe.net/participate/policies/participation-ripe-pdp

• RIPE Forum
  - ripe.net/participate/mail/forum/

• Follow
  - @PDO_RIPE_NCC
Questions
pdo@ripe.net
@PDO_RIPE_NCC